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Humanistic Education ana theHandidapped Child:

Implications fc3r. Quality Day Care Programs

Introduction

Education in a free society is a ce4tantlychanging, constantly evolving

process. At,no time in the history of our country, have educators been more

involved in the improvement of technology and materials to meet the learning

needs of our children. More repently, educators have refocuged their attention

upon the issue of finding the young handicapped child in the educative process.

The issue ofrhumanistic education directs the attention of educators to assure

sound physical growth of young children, to foster a good self-image in children!

to create caring relationships among children, -to guide children to value a world

of diversity and change, and to validate the experiences and feelings of children.

The purpose of this article is to examine a merger of two methods that are

presently having a Major impact in Early Childhood Education, Humanistic Education

sc
and the Mainstreaming of Handicapped Young Children into quadity Day Care Programs.

. ,

. , *

QualityDay Care Programs

'The past decade witnessed the unpregedented growth of Day Care Programs in the

United States. Statistics show that more than 800,000+ children between the agesof
.

2 and 5 are currently enrolled in Day Care Programs (U.S. Census,. 1980). These

children may come from wealthy, middle-income, or low-income families. Whatieller the

economic,level of the family, when no adult is available to care for the 'young child,

a quality Day Cafe Program may offer nurturing and educational experiences (Butler,

1970).

During the preschool years, quality Day.Care Programs can support ayoung child's
. .

development by offering the child the kind of care he receives from his own parents

and by providirig mganingful,..4ocial experiences for children With competent,
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concerned adults and peers. Quality Day Care Programs, geared to the unique

needs,, abilities, interests, motivations, and deelopmenital maturity of each

f"c
child, can provide the multiplicity of challenges that summon each child to

experiment with, explore, and manipulate his environment with zest and excitement.

4_
These programs, also, can and do support the child's family by involving parents

in the program, thus, making parenihOod a pleasant and rewarding opportunity

rather then an extra burden.

Humanistic Education

As educator§ continue to examine and re-examine those elements that promote

/10'or eradicate a conducive learning environment of-young children, p7fessional
,

assistance must 1:4 offered to help/administrators, teachers, paraprofessionals,

and community people to become more humane in the conduct of their educational -

.prograMs.

If educators want to humanize the process of learning during the early years,

they must make a systematic search to identify those elements that enhance or

destroy effective learning of you4 children. Currently, special attention, is

being given to handicapped childrep attending Day Care Programs. These children

suffer conditions which not.onlypreclude,the development of skills in the domains

of learning but also demand specialized teaching, A mbAe humanistic approach to

quality Day Sve Pr grams will be needed to/teach these children to learn, to

. ,

valge learning; and:to integrate a sage of self-worth in their ddveloping
& ,

.

)personalities,

Por the purpose of communication, 14

of terms to be used in this context. The,

should like to provide a working definition
4 4

definition of Humanistic Education that

appears most televait here is one used by Valett (1977) to Wit:

b
AO.
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Humanistic Education is concerned with the development of the '
. total person. It is concerned with designing and providing
learning experience that will 'help people of all ages, and
in all stages of !life, continue to develop their uniquely
human potentials. It is concerned with facilitating our
groWth and changing our behavior so that we may become a
more, wholesome, balanced, self- actualized and responsible.

The emphasis of this kind of educational pkocess on the needs and

aspirations of the 'Individual as opposed tethe need of the society to

perpetuate its social and cultural values.

Valett'(1978) goes on to describe the difference between humanized

education'and traditional education and points out that most contenporary

educational programs are concerned with providiniothe learner with the basic skills

necessary for insuripg the survival of the,culture into which he-is born. These

skills have been identified as reading, writing,-calculating, the,solving of

arithmetic problems, and the acquisition of some level of capability to work.

hese kinds of skillsare necessary'tools. for people who are in the process

,of learning to understand their environment and who needto develop ,technology

to enable them to. survive in an alien or simplistic world. We have developed

technology that 'allows us to survive and actually explore physical worlds that
,

.

were beyond our comprehension at the time the thesis upon which traditional

, -education was based. The complekity of our
)
present society may be due, in paYt, .

to the fact we have expended moreelnergy in exploring the world around us than
. .

.

we have in undergtandinghe un ueness of the human orgahism. Humanistic education

1

attempts to integrate 10"
all learning in meaningful Ways,that enables the learner to

adipt more effectively to himself, others and'his environment, and to play, care

for, aspire to create and realize a more wholesome way of life for.everyone.

Mainstreaming Handicapped Children
$

11-

Apcording to Carl Rogers (1969), the goal of education is one which assists

students to become individuals who are able to take self-initiated action and be

responsible for their actions, who are capable of intelligpnt choice and self-



direction, who work for, not the approval of others, but in terms of their own

socialized process. Within the mainstvaming paradigm, mainstreaming means the

designing oreducatioriallOrograms including placement and teaching strategies .

to meet the optimum,potential for learningof.each.child as indicated from

appropriate testing and observational techniques. It is inc4inbent upon educators

to critically analyze facets of the child.,4developmental patterns for clues of

how best to prepare the child to utilize all of his potentials for learning about

himself,-others, and the environment in which he lives.

Historically, educational programs for handidapped children have operated

on the premise that when a child demonstrated some of the symptoms, usually,

based on the total score earned on I.Q. tests, he should be labelled and placed

in a .special class setting. Little consideration is given in testier or teaching

14'

to other areas of development as the social, languages and perceptual-motor

behaviors.

In order for mainstreaming to be effective, it Will demand a humanistic

approach. There will have to be changes in the three critical areas of the

educational process upon.which we identify: (1) children with learning needs,

(2) the quality of teacher interaction with these, children, And (3) the actual

teaching strategies used t, intervene on the handicapping conditions. We can view

these thre4 areasin light of Valett's aforementioned description of Humanistic
,..,

.4/.
. .

Education in,three coordinates (i.e., individual total development, facilitation of
/ .

.
44 .

,
I. - . .

growth and behavioral change, and quality educational prograM).

Procedural Steps

The 'first step in the Mainstreaming process is the identification of the

'4% ecifkc lefrning needs of the,indiVidual'child. Humanistic education theory

6
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would mandate that this identification process should be made in terms of the
N.

total developmental pattern of the child* Given the limitations of test'

instrumens that have validity for predicting learning success as it relates

to development, it seems in out opinion, that historical information of the child

shoulid be of vital concern in the examination process. We know,Ifor example, that
4

children who demonstrate similar behaviors on psychological and educgrional

tests, often, do so for different etiologiCal reasons.. Therefore, unless we know

when tie indications of the handicapping condition was first'noted and what other

area f the child's behavior were affected, we cannot plan_ educational programs

to meet all the affected areas of the handicapping condition. Psychologists and

educators who are experienced in working with young handicapped children are aware

that too often educational strategies fail because the child is unable to respond

tasks. as designed. This !allure often reflects the lack of attention in
.4 .

the teaching strategy to the secondary behaviors of the child. For example,

children who demonstrate failure to learn to read are often assigned to reading .

readiness tasks involving recognition and discrimination of letter form. Historical

and observational information relatingpto this child could reveal he cannot button

his coat or tie his shoes or use eating utensil& appropriately. These behavitts

would suggest that the_child has not made the appropriate visual motor matches for

non-verbal learning experiences. Therefore,)the 'expectation that he make the

matches for letter and word matches (verbal learning) are inappropriate, We are
.

not suggesting that this verbal learning should-be delayed' until he has mastered

the nonverlialiaspects, but we are suggesting that the teaching strategy or

Individual Teaching Plan should include strategies develop the
,s

e competencies:"

Learning is developmental and requires sequential approaches to attain success.

ti
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4
Another facet relating to the importance of using history and observational

information as apart of he diagnostic-remedial plan is evidenced in the approach

to deaf and blind children .whb are being considered as-mainstreaming candidates.

-According to Piaget, the first two years.of life of the child are spent in

collecting and interpreting infoltmation taken in from the senses. When a child is

deprived of information from one sensory pathway,, we can expect a profgund impact

on his.total learning potential. This does not mean these4children will necessarily

perform within the retarded range on I.Q. test, lipt it does mean that ,when it does,

other areas of their development should be carefully evaluatedbefore the labelling

and ptogramming are attempted. It also would suggest that for some of these

children, there may have been restrictions on their motor, perceptual-motor, and

social behaviors that have limited threir learning experiences;.consequently, some

of .616 skills they have accomplished may be too ideocentric to support new learning

in a laige group.

The point of this part of the discussion is that diagnostic and screening

programs involving young handicapped shalld include more information than their

abiliity to perform on standardized tests. We do not know all of the effecs of

handicapping conditions on the total.development of yodng children. However, we

6 know that contrary to adults, these, kinds of deficits appear to affect more

than one area of the childs behayior profile; therefOre, we need more inclusive

diagnostic p:tedures to provide specific information necessary for the teaching

plan.

I

1

The second consideration from Valett's model is the importance of the child's

perception of himself and others as it relates to the teacher in the teaching

process. Braun and Lashpr (197$) state that it is of primary importance that

teachers of young handicapped children first learn to un(lerstana thei,r own strengths

and weaknesses and to determine hOw she/he will use these to deal with such

variables as the use of peer teachers, adult teacher aides, and parent involvement
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in the teaching process. Too often, teachers tend to view their classroom as

miniature empires in which they reign as soverign-supreme. They set the goals for

academic and social learning, they dispense the knowledge and decide the standards.

Normal children have the capacity to survive in this autocratic kingdom by using

techniques not available to handicapped children..

Moreover, Braun and Lasher (1978) suggeSt thAt teaching young chi Oren
41-

involves the creating of a learning environment in which the teacher: (1) builds

a level of trust that allows the children to learn to depend on people and the

classroom environment; (2) share autonomy or teach children to make choices, to

exercise their will, and to experience a sense of authority and independence;

(3) encourage initiative* by guiding children to a realizition and utilization of

their,strengths and weaknesses that permits them to interact among themselves and

with adults in positive rewarding ways; and (4) help children to establish common

concerns about classroom interactions that permit them to recognize and respond

to individual differences in productive ways.

The third,step in the process of developing a humanistic education approach

to mainstreaming young handicapped children is the curriculum itself. ,ilalett

would have us devise the curriculum around the six needs basic to human development:

physical security, love, creative expretsion, cognifq! mastery, social competency

and self- worth. While the teaching-and learning experience for all children

should be concerned with providing learning in these areas, it is vital that

young handicapped children have these experiences.

His first level,is physical security which range from good physical health and

basic self-lielp skills to food(and balanced diet. Children who suffer from'

handicapping con tions such as crippling disorders (cerebral palsy, loss of

limbs, deafness, blindness, moderate to severe perceptual disfunction op-combindltiona

Aft

of these disabilities) may need some adaptive equipment such as wheel chairs, standing

boards, walking rails and boards, adaptive manipulative' devices, trampolines etc.

ti

These equipment should be arranged to permit optimum facility of movement in meaningfu

9' r
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earning experiences. Isolate drills and manipulative devices,that do not allow

r independent take-oveOre inappropriate to this concept of physical need.

The second level is the need toclovp and be loved by a responsible hump

be:1;4. According to Glasser (1966), this is basic normal emotional health. Most'

schopl'programsTare plagued by the lack of discipline, inability to respond to

limier and to control emotional outbursts in children. To6 many of these children

are being labelled as'emotionally disturbed without due consideration to the family

style pd previous experiences of the child. In our opinion, all classrooms, but

particarly those whir educate young children, should havtl'a planned curriculum for

teachinisffective behavior to children. It seems to us that educators are "for-
-.

getting a.basic change in'the life style of today's children. By far, the greater

majority cif children in today's society come from homes where the parenis'or

parent work,..'. This necessarily limits the amount of time adults spend with the

child as welU as the quality/ of the adult-child interaction. Parents are more

A

likely to be preoccupied with their job or tired from the work experience during

the time allotted for the child.

Children with handicapping conditions have often been sheltered from social

experiences that,preclude the ability,to develop an awareness of themselves

as individuals ieriarate and distinct from'the significant others in their

environment. Theytannot be expected to learn to.relate to.others, Untiluthey

first learn they ar0in control of way to be and to allow us to be, or pot to be,

in relation to themselves. This should be ble first step in the educational plan

for every child.

The third level is treative expression. Once the child has learned'to use his

senses to explore his eniaronment, he has to learn to internalize the experience
At-

in terms-of pleasure of rejection that is derived from his unique interaction.

Creativity should be guideL it cannot be taught. The purpose behind it is to

allow the child to share the uniqueness of self with others. Therefore, creative

expression is devoid of norms, and judgmental grades-are inappropriate.

10
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The next level is cognitive mastery. Safford (1978) outlined the learning

. 4
needs for several categories of children who, should be considered for mainstreaming

in Day Care programs including children with speech and language disorders, hearing

impairments, visually impairments, mental retardation, learning disabilities,

emotional disturbances, behavioral disorders, and physical, neurological, and

multiple-handicapping conditions. Ms. Safford has been very thorough in listing
0

specific curricular needs for each category of disability. To unsophisticeted

personnel just becoming involved with the problems of young handicapped children,

the diversity the needs of these children may seem insurmountable. The truth

is that as teachers learn to respect the role of perceptual and cognitive development

to the learning of academic skills, the easier it is to plan curriculum to meet

the leaining needs of all the children.

Strategies for Change

In responding to the young handicapped child, the physical organization of

4.

4
the traditional classroom will need to be changed. Learning Centers should be

designed to improve the child's perceptual experiences in-recognizing, discriminating, '

associating, and remembering visual and auditory noverbal and Verbal 'information.

Through this kind of arrangement, retaided, deaf, blind, learning disabled and

some children with emotional problems can use the "she materials in.a similar

manner as they progress in their, cognitive development.

The essence of the teaching approach is on teaching to the mart evels of

readiness of the child. Most of the teacher's time is .spent in obServing and

. planning learning experiences as opposed to telling, showing, and evaluating. This

specific planning allows for structured input of the information as well as

structured output of the task, thus, affording an opportunity for self and peer

evaluation. More important, the instructional procedure promotes more peer

ti

1 1
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interaction, thus, providing the atmosphere to promote the affective, cognitive,

. . and psychomotor abilities of the child in ways the child can experience the

interaction., )

By relating the learning needs to several areas of the child's development

.

and planning and teaching strategies to provide direct intervention on all the

affected areas,,the child is able to'relate to what is happening to him in ways

that promote integration of the new experience. Learning materials, task

presentation, and the evaluation are intricately rdlated to what the-child

already knows.

Since handicapped children Usually demonstrate more behavior that is similar

to their peers than behavior that is different from their peers, the teaching

# process allows teachers to concentrate on the child's integrated strengths rather

thari focusing on the isolated weaknesses. **Another advantage to this kind of .

programming is that it, also, allows normal children to focus more on the strengths

of the young handicapped child. Thus, the child becomes more aware of the

individual differences among people in. positive rather than negative ways:

In its most elementary form, social competency among children is a measure of

children's ability to interact with each other in "acceptable" ways. The judgment

of this interaction is usuali5, dependent upon how others view the self. In

humanistic education, the'task is to get the child to interpret the moral and

ethical veldts as behaviors he omits because they express a better him rather than

-for social approval. Again, the concept of responsibility for self predetermines

the.qUality of responsibility to others.

For young handicapped children, it should'be stressed that the presence of a,

handicapping condition does not preclude this dVal responsibility since the

handicapping conditiOn does not diminish the humanness of a person. Helping

.
handicapped children to separate the handicapping behayior and learn to use

adaptive behaviors to circumvent social failures in ways that allov, for the

12
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presentation of self to be a wholistic experience to others. Therefore, the

earlier handiCapped children are exposed to this kind of realityjn the social

.world, the broader their experience'in dealing with that world in healthy ways will

be.

Summary

If Quality Day Care Progtams are to move toward humanism, then humanism

.Must become important to all ofTs:-...administrators,-,swervisors, teachers,

cn ildren, and community, individuals. Deciding that Adianism is
I

important is ot

t .

enough. Everyone is in favor of progiams for young children, both non-handicapped
,

O"h°.4
and handicapped, but not everyone jescommittt to them. There is a vast difference

between an intellectual). acceptance of an idea and the belief that it is,truly.

important enough. to warrant acting upon it.'
10

, 43 A commitment to humanism calls' for a shift in thinking. -from self to learner.
t --

It means we havotO4be less concerned with what we do and more concerned about

wfige5appens in the hearts and minds of young children especially handicapped

ones. A concern fpr hvmanismdfalls for the development of deep sensitivity on

the part of
A
administrators, supervisors, teachers, paraprofessionals, and support

services personnel so that they may become Aware of the consequenCes of their

behavior inth ternal lives of young non-handicapped and handicapped children.

Mainstreaming, while expressing education's attempt to respond to a wider

*
range of human need, must be approached as an evolving program that will need to

4

be taken one step at.a time, if we are intending to be successful in our efforts.
4

As you continue to develop and deliver educational programs to young, non-

handicap

0

d handicapped children, Ponder the questions raised by Tumin (1967):

ti
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What do we want our children to become? What do we want
our children to come to value? 'What do'we.want.Shem te
be able to feel and see and'hear and smell and touch?
. . . What do we want them to understand about themselves
and ,the' world of nature and man? How do we want them
to behave toward other human beipgs? . ;

r

4
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